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Extravaganza of the Good Old Times [in Verse].Sir Kendrick and the Castle of Bel
LioneArthur Mees ProgramsThe Works of Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher: The
knight of the burning pestle. Loves pilgrimage. The double marriage. The maid in
the mill. The knight of Malta. Love's cure. Women pleas'dUnder the crownBiennial
ReportThe Knight of St. John, a romance, etcOfficial Record of Proceedings of
Convention of the Supreme Lodge, Knights of PythiasSilver Knight

The knight of the burning pestle. Loves pilgrimage. The double
marriage. The maid in the mill. The knight of Malta. Love's
cure. Women pleas'd
Proceedings of the Annual Conclave of the Grand Commandery
Knights Templar of the State of Mississippi
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Janet prefers her men submissive, her relationships confined to a club
environment. Which is why her attraction to former Navy SEAL Max doesn’t make a
lot of sense. There isn’t a submissive bone in his honed, muscular body, suggesting
that her interest in him is best indulged as a private fantasy. After a crisis situation
reveals a different side of them both, the attraction becomes mutual, explosive
and undeniable. They take the plunge, willing to see if the give-and-take of their
unexpected relationship can satisfy their deepest desires. Unfortunately, ghosts
from their past might take the reins from them both, destroying the balance of
power before their love can find a way to tip the scales.

Willing Sacrifice
Rudi Mackenzie has won the battle that expelled the enemy from the new High
Kingdom of Montival. Now he must free the people who live in the state once
known as Idaho from occupation by the legions of the Church Universal and
Triumphant and pursue them to their lair over the mountains. There he will finally
confront the forces behind the Church—the Powers of the Void. Yet even a victory
will not end the conflict forever. The Powers of the Void are malevolent and
infinitely patient, and the struggle is one that involves the entire world. They
threaten not only Rudi in the present, but also the future represented by his
children, Órlaith and John. Rudi knows this. And as his heir Princess Órlaith grows
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up in the shadow of her famous father, she also realizes that the enemy will do
anything to see that she does not live to fulfill her parents’ dream….

History of the Ancient and Honorable Fraternity of Free and
Accepted Masons, and Concordant Orders
Although the Middle English poem known as 'Sir Gawain and the Green Knight' is
assumed to be a kind of comic or satirical romance deriving from the Christian
courts of England in the fourteenth century, several strange features suggest a
different origin and generic categorization. Renaming it Sir Gawain and the Knight
of the Green Chapel initiates the defamiliarization process. This book argues that
the poet and his or her milieu belong to the small and confused converso
community left behind after the Jewish expulsions at the end of the thirteenth
century and still wondering who they were and what their place in society might
be. Such a perspective may help explain why the goal of the young Sir Gawain is
not only not green or even a chapel, but also why he arrives in the Castle of
Hautdesert and undergoes a totally unexpected series of ordeals and tests.

Knight Nostalgia
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History of the Ancient and Honorable Fraternity of Free and
Accepted Masons, and Concordant Orders
Enna, daughter of Prince Morin and Hadde of Landomere, is forced to emerge from
hiding when powerful undead ravage her home. Orlos, the young spiridus, is
tormented by dreams of the massacre of his race. His discovery of a mysterious
tomb pulls him into a plot to overthrow a queen. Telea, a Belenese healer, brings
tidings of great danger to Salador. The fate of the world balances on her words.

Sir Gawain and the Knight of the Green Chapel
Hostile Takeover
Willing Sacrifice
In Kings, Knights, and Bankers, Richard Kaeuper presents a lifetime of research on
Italian financiers, English kingship, chivalric violence, and knightly piety.

The Knight's Ransom
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Ben is the last unattached member of the five-man executive team of K&A
Associates. The other four, all Masters, have found the submissives of their
dreams. That’s fine. The sharp-edged lawyer knows he’s the most hardcore of
them all, with extreme tastes as a Master he satisfies physically through
experienced club submissives. He doesn’t really need anything more. Marcie has
loved Ben since she was sixteen. He’s never behaved as anything more than a
protective big brother, a family friend. But now she’s twenty-three and starting her
career as a corporate investigator. She may be a blood-and-bone-deep submissive,
but she won’t hesitate to use her aggressive talents to prove she’s meant to be
his. With a Master as tough as Ben, she’ll have to take whatever measures are
needed—even if her deepest desire isn’t a hostile takeover of his heart, but an
unconditional surrender to it.

Official Hand-book for the Information of Organizers of Knights
of Labor & a Ll Others who are Interested in Securing Industrial
Freedom, 1898
In this instant and tenacious New York Times bestseller, Nike founder and board
chairman Phil Knight “offers a rare and revealing look at the notoriously media-shy
man behind the swoosh” (Booklist, starred review), illuminating his company’s
early days as an intrepid start-up and its evolution into one of the world’s most
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iconic, game-changing, and profitable brands. Bill Gates named Shoe Dog one of
his five favorite books of 2016 and called it “an amazing tale, a refreshingly honest
reminder of what the path to business success really looks like. It’s a messy,
perilous, and chaotic journey, riddled with mistakes, endless struggles, and
sacrifice. Phil Knight opens up in ways few CEOs are willing to do.” Fresh out of
business school, Phil Knight borrowed fifty dollars from his father and launched a
company with one simple mission: import high-quality, low-cost running shoes
from Japan. Selling the shoes from the trunk of his car in 1963, Knight grossed
eight thousand dollars that first year. Today, Nike’s annual sales top $30 billion. In
this age of start-ups, Knight’s Nike is the gold standard, and its swoosh is one of
the few icons instantly recognized in every corner of the world. But Knight, the
man behind the swoosh, has always been a mystery. In Shoe Dog, he tells his story
at last. At twenty-four, Knight decides that rather than work for a big corporation,
he will create something all his own, new, dynamic, different. He details the many
risks he encountered, the crushing setbacks, the ruthless competitors and hostile
bankers—as well as his many thrilling triumphs. Above all, he recalls the
relationships that formed the heart and soul of Nike, with his former track coach,
the irascible and charismatic Bill Bowerman, and with his first employees, a ragtag
group of misfits and savants who quickly became a band of swoosh-crazed
brothers. Together, harnessing the electrifying power of a bold vision and a shared
belief in the transformative power of sports, they created a brand—and a
culture—that changed everything.
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Proceedings of the Grand Commandery of Knights Templars
and the Appendant Orders of Massachusetts and Rhode Island
They are the Sentinels. Three races descended from ancient guardians of mankind,
each possessing unique abilities in their battle to protect humanity against their
eternal foes: the Synestryn. Now a warrior weighs the price he will pay for love.
Theronai warrior Torr has never forgotten Grace, the human who stole his heart
and nearly gave her life to save his. So when he is summoned to the aid of Brenya,
the powerful woman who healed Grace, he is devastated to find that Grace’s cure
has left her mind devoid of any memory of Torr or their love. However, despite not
knowing who he is, Grace is inexplicably drawn to the dark warrior. As they team
up to stop the invasion that threatens the people Grace now considers family, her
memories slowly start resurfacing. But sometimes the past is best forgotten—a
lesson that Torr may learn too late. From the Paperback edition.

Board Resolution
Kings, Knights and Bankers
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Shadow of the Knight
Sacrificed to a dragon as a teen, she was coddled for years. But when her dragon
shifter fails to notice she’s all grown up and willing, she may just have to claim him
herself. Since she was dropped on his doorstep, Cardi has had the hots for Kimber.
Despite prancing around him in her off-the-shoulder shirts that showcase her bare
midriff and her assortment of tight skorts that showcase her shapely thighs, he
doesn’t take much notice of her. Kimber may have marked her as his, but he has
yet to claim her by bopping her brains out. Cardi’s done waiting. Now she’s sure
it’s time to resort to drastic measures. Kimber has his hands full with the upcoming
Accords which aims to bring shifters to a peaceful agreement to get the Valkyrie to
lift the ban of sacrifices coming into the Veil. The trouble is, his own sacrifice
continues to act like a child and demand his attention at every turn. When
grounding Cardi doesn’t work, she drops a bombshell by dumping Kimber. It seems
like a perfect solution as the peace and quiet settles in… but then Kimber comes to
understand that being dumped means she’s going to date other shifters. Their
break up puts the Accords in jeopardy when Kimber has to abide by the new rules;
rules that say a sacrifice makes her own choice of mate. With Cardi now a free
agent, Kimber isn’t so sure she’ll choose him in the end. If he can’t win her back,
and he resorts to ripping out the throats of the shifters sniffing around her, the
fragile peace he’s cobbled together will turn to chaos. If you love alpha male
shifters, fated mates, and steamy romance with a touch of 80’s nostalgia, then you
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don’t want to miss The Last Dragons series!

The Knights of St. John
From Joey W. Hill—author of the Knights of the Boardroom series—comes a novel
of erotic games and power plays, in which an adventurous woman attempts to
break down her own barriers… Athena is an accomplished businesswoman in
control of every aspect of her life. But since the death of her husband, she’s had
the desire to explore submissive cravings she’s had for some time. Unfortunately,
Athena is known as a Mistress, because that’s the role she’s always played. Her
type A personality was strong enough to serve her husband as a Domme because
that’s what he needed. It’s not until she meets Dale, a retired Navy SEAL, that she
attempts to discover what her own submissive desires are. But letting go of her
control is not so easy. Fortunately, Dale is an accomplished Master who can help
Athena live out her fantasies. And as she slowly surrenders to his touch, both of
them will learn more about the nature of love between Dominant and submissive,
and how it defies all expectations.

Shoe Dog
A whole new anthology of revisits with the beloved Knights of the Board Room
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characters… Conqueror's Fantasy – When Matt Kensington takes Savannah to The
Resort as an anniversary gift, they explore their Dominant and submissive
relationship to untold new depths. On their last day there, Matt plans one more
special surprise for his wife. He will bring to life a fantasy she’s held since the
unforgettable night he made his feelings clear to her in his board room. A roleplaying fantasy Savannah never expected to share with her practical husband. But
Matt refuses to let even one of her fantasies go unfulfilled. Girls' Day Out – Ben
O’Callahan considers himself a brave man. But he ponders putting in for extreme
hazard pay when he volunteers to take the wives of the K&A men out for a day of
shopping and girl talk. There’s already some serious compensation, however. He
has the chance to spend the day with Marcie, and prove to her sister Cass he can
be the man Marcie needs him to be. The Card Game – For the past several years,
Rachel has learned what it means to be loved, as a wife and cherished submissive.
Yet some shadows of the past continue to cling. Then the K&A men plan an afterhours poker game, and offer Rachel and Dana the opportunity to be the jackpot,
required to do whatever the man who wins each hand commands. With the chance
to serve the “Knights of the Board Room” in a way she’s always dreamed about,
Rachel will dispel the shadows once and for all, and finally believe in the
unshakable love of her Master.

Controlled Response
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The Knight by the Pool
Unrestrained
Raised in isolation, La'tiera has been coddled and secluded, her mission too
important to risk anything happening to her. The Herald-a harbinger comet--has
appeared in the sky, telling all the Time of Trial is near. She is ready to do as her
duty requires, though the very world she will die to preserve is one she will never
see. Dal has led a free life, serving the Order established centuries ago to find and
instruct the Bearer in how to perform the Trial established by the covenant made
between the Four Gods and the Demons who seek to take over his world. Yet as
the latest Trial approaches, there has been no news of the Bearer. The Order is
worried.? A lively child draws these two together. La'tiera is elated at seeing a
person or two from the outside, even as she worries her selfish desire for
companionship might put all in jeopardy. Suspicion then arises on both sides, as
what she has been taught and what Dal knows to be true are widely different.
La'tiera knows the truth-she is the sacrifice that will save the world, no matter who
says it should be otherwise. Her task has always been clear. She will not be
swayed from her course. But Dal knows her death will open their world to the
savage Demons-the exact opposite of what she has been told. He must find a way
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to get her to accept this before it is too late. But can he? Her very dedication and
stubbornness might just doom their world to destruction. Let the battle of wills
begin.

The English Illustrated Magazine
Honor Bound
Marie de France, the young wife of an ederly Breton lord, finds the course of her
life forever altered by an encounter with a mysterious knight deep in a magic
forestagic forest___

Mimesis, Movies, and Media
Public Documents of the State of Connecticut
Afterlife
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In a future where schools have no teachers and no classrooms, Jennifer Calderon is
the perfect student. Every day she watches her video modules, plays her edu
games, and never misses an answer. Life is comfortable in the Plex, a mile-wide
apartment building. Corporations and brand names surround her and satisfy her
every want and need. Then one day, her foul-mouthed, free-spirited, 90's-kitschwearing girlfriend Melody disrupts everything. She introduces her to a cynical,
burned-out former teacher, who teaches them the things no longer taught in
school. Poetry. Critical thinking. Human connection. But these lessons draw the
attention of EduForce, the massive corporation with a stranglehold on education.
When they show how far they are willing to go keep their customers obedient,
Jennifer has to decide what is most important to her and how much she is willing to
sacrifice for it.

The life and extraordinary adventures of sir W. Courtenay,
knight of Malta
The Given Sacrifice
Published in electronic book format: November 2010.
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An Ocean Knight, Or, The Corsairs and Their Conquerors
Savannah has been groomed since birth to take the reins of her father's
manufacturing empire. Her emotional armor is as tough as the steel used in her
factories, and no man is allowed past it. Business partner Matt Kensington realizes
that the key to entry is not to ask permission, but to command her submission.
Calling on the unique sensual talents of his four-man management team, he
engineers an aggressive takeover, determined to rescue the woman he's always
loved from the steel cage she's manufactured around her heart.Publishers Note:
Originally published as part of the "Behind the Mask" Anthology by Ellora's Cave
Publishing, Inc.

Willing Sacrifice
The Marriage of Sir Gawaine; Or, King Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table. A Romantic Extravaganza of the Good Old
Times [in Verse].
Can he have the fantasy and the reality both?After seeing his boss Matt find the
love of his life in the high powered executive Savannah Tennyson, Lucas finds he's
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wanting more out of a relationship than just fantastic sex. Then on a cycling trip in
the Berkshires, he stumbles on a pin-up fantasy, a beautiful blonde pleasuring
herself on her Harley in a secluded glade. Can he have the fantasy and the reality
both? When Cassandra Moira reappears in his life a month later as part of a
negotiating team on a three-day business deal, he'll have to use every strategyincluding the sensual skills of his own multi-talented team-to convince her the two
of them have more than sexual chemistry, before she's gone from his life again.

Sir Kendrick and the Castle of Bel Lione
Arthur Mees Programs
A dangerous new order threatens the mission of the Knights of Arrethtrae. Only
loyalty to the King can bring victory! As the Knights of the Prince await His
triumphant return, they are steadfast in their mission to take His story into the
kingdom and recruit as many as are willing. But when a new and dangerous threat
is revealed, their mission is jeopardized. Sir Kendrick and his young charge, the
impetuous Sir Duncan, are sent on a mission to discover the identity and origin of a
secretive new order known as the Conquistero Knights. They travel to the city of
Bel Lione where Lord Ra has been enticing young people in the kingdom to join his
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festivals, after which many choose not to return home. Their families keep quiet for
fear of repercussion. When Sir Duncan disappears while trying to discover the truth
of Lord Ra’s castle, Sir Kendrick attempts to find and enlist the help of a mysterious
warrior. Time is short for he must save Duncan and call upon the knights of
Chessington to join in the battle against the evil Lord Ra. Journey to Arrethtrae,
where these knights of noble heart live and die in loyal service to the King and the
Prince. These knights are mighty, for they serve a mighty King. They are…the
Knights of Arrethtrae! From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Works of Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher: The knight
of the burning pestle. Loves pilgrimage. The double marriage.
The maid in the mill. The knight of Malta. Love's cure. Women
pleas'd
A Struggle Against Evil-Love Through the Ages-A Destiny to Fulfill What would you
do if you were a reincarnated, demon fighting warrior, and then came face to face
with the demon you had loved, betrayed, and been killed by through the centuries?
When seventeen-year-old Diana recognizes an elderly priest in a video on
YouTube, she realizes that reincarnation is real and that she's been alive before!
Every night in her dreams, she views her past lives learning that it's kill or be
killed. Now a bishop at the Vatican whom she saved in another life calls on her
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once more. She is needed to help defeat an infestation of demons living within the
catacombs of Rome. But when she arrives in Rome, she meets Alexander - the man
of her dreams! Through the centuries she has loved him, betrayed him, and been
killed by him. Will she give him another chance or this time will she strike first?
Silver Knight takes you on an adventure where demons and heroes from the past
blend with history, action, and just a hint of romance.

Under the crown
Bestselling author Joey W. Hill reveals the erotic bond between a Master and the
beautiful submissive who stole his heart. Recapturing their night of unparalleled
passion won’t be easy—but love won’t be denied… Peter Winston is a successful
business man and a captain in the National Guard. On the night before his second
tour in Afghanistan, he and his partners at Kensington & Associates head out to
enjoy an upscale BDSM club. While the evening begins with laughter and whiskey,
it takes a sharp turn when Peter, a sexual Dominant, sets his eyes on a beautiful
masked submissive… Army Sergeant Dana Smith doesn’t often seek the shelter of
a man, but being Peter’s gives her a welcome sense of sanctuary. What begins as
a night of fantastic pleasure becomes something they hope will never end. But
duty calls, and it will be over a year before they can see each other again. And
when they do, things have drastically changed. Severely injured in the line of duty,
Dana has lost her sight and her will to live. But Peter doesn’t accept defeat in
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business, battle or love. With the talents of the other K&A males, he’ll set the stage
for another special night for them, knowing that only a submissive’s willingness to
trust her Master will bring her back to love and life again. Includes a preview of the
next novel in the bestselling Vampire Queen series, Taken By a Vampire Honor
Bound previously appeared in Laced With Desire.

Biennial Report
The Knight of St. John, a romance, etc
Building on the growing recognition and critical acclaim of volumes 1 and 2 of
Violence, Desire, and the Sacred, this third volume in the series showcases the
most groundbreaking, interdisciplinary research in mimetic theory, with a focus on
well-known films, television series, and other media. Mimesis, Movies, and Media
reaches beyond the traditional boundaries of continental theory to demonstrate
how scholars apply and develop René Girard's insights in light of contemporary
media. It brings together major Australian and international scholars working at the
intersection of popular culture and philosophy.

Official Record of Proceedings of Convention of the Supreme
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Lodge, Knights of Pythias
Silver Knight
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